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Providing the tools needed for informed design in a connected world













Elegantly Simple
Start drawing in minutes. Caddie makes drawing fast easy and fun - from simple 2D plans to intelligent AEC models










Awesome Features
With apps for Architecture, Surveying, Mechanical, GIS, Digital Terrain Modelling, Photo-realistic rendering and more, Caddie has the tools you need to create designs fast.










Fantastic Support
Creating in Caddie is easy, but from time to time users need support. Our team are ready to assist, by email, telephone, screen sharing or in person. A Caddie licence includes support, so if you need help we are here for you.












From simple sketches and line drawings to holistic 3D modelling and design
Whether you’re an experienced user of 3D CAD and Sketch modelling systems or a sole trader needing to communicate your ideas quickly and without fuss, Caddie has the perfect system for you. 

Create details and simple plans in minutes with Caddie Budget – the low-cost 2D drafting system that features express tools from your choice of dedicated Budget application 

Or fully realise your potential for design, productivity and communication with the pierless drafting tools, time-saving 2D and 3D Applications, and AEC Build and photo-rendering tools that make up Caddie Professional 

From Surveying and Civils to Mechanical and Steelwork; from Terrain Modelling and Contouring to Landscaping and Scheduling, from AEC Modelling and construction to GIS and Heatmaps, there’s a Caddie solution waiting for you.











WHY CHOOSE CADDIE
What makes Caddie the right choice for you?







AT YOUR SERVICE
Whatever your queries, the Caddie team are here to help!
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	Professional powerful features at an affordable price
	Flexible licensing options from 1 month to perpetual
	Amazing support
	Fast to learn and easy to use
	.DWG based for ultimate compatibility
	Discipline specific apps included
	Online, onsite and classroom based training options
	Payment options and 'Try before you Buy'





Download Caddie Now





	 Online 
	 Email 
	 Phone 

Fastest ResponseBest UnderstandingEasy Communication



Using simple, secure desktop to desktop remote access software, our support team can quickly and easily see the issues you face and help you to find a solution. Our software also allows our team to talk to you at the same time, ensuring that you get the best possible answer to your questions.




Quick and EasyIdeal for non urgent questionsRead the response at your leisure



If you are not wanting an immediate answer, but just want to ask a question, simply drop us an email to support@caddiesoftware.com and we will respond asap.




If you would rather just talk directly to one of our support team, simply pick up the phone and dial one of our numbers.



























WHAT THEY SAYTESTIMONIALSOUR GREAT CLIENTS



Graham Rix describes how Caddie's presentation tools offer so much more for his clients and generate additional revenue

'The new graduated hatches, semi-transparent lines and hatches and the artistic wiggling is great fun.  My clients love it too, and get me to invest much time illustrating possible variations, and allowing me to charge additional fees.

So, great fun and greater income.'

Graham Rix
Chartered Architect


Joe Snape discusses how Caddie gives him complete freedom to design, and how the one on one support provided by the Caddie team has enabled him to develop his CAD skills from simple 2D plans to fully rendered 3D architectural building models.

'I find Caddie such a fantastic program to work with as it enables me to create everything I need, no matter what type of drawing or modelling I need to do, with the only limit to what I can design and produce is my own creativity.  The Caddie support team are superb too, with Andrew and Sam from ACS Ltd. going well above and beyond to help me whenever I’ve needed assistance.
Before I switched to Caddie, I would struggle to produce even basic CAD plans, but now, thanks to the help and advice I’ve had from the support guys over the last 3 years I’m creating full 3D building models complete with life-like material textures too.  The building models I create enable me to produce all of my 2D plans, sections and elevation drawings, plus the 3D views rendered views that enable my clients to get a great understanding of how the finished building will fit into its surroundings.  I don’t believe that I could have made such huge strides with any other system and cannot praise Caddie and Caddie support enough for helping me to achieve this, they have been excellent, A* Service.’

Joe Snape


'These training videos are awesome - there is so much more to Caddie and its great way to discover its full potential.'

Graham Rocher


Paul Adams switches to Caddie and prefers it to AutoCAD for drawing his architectural plans, sections and elevations

'I had been an AutoCAD user since 1996, but found switching to Caddie really straightforward, and I now use it for all my drawing work. My work consists mainly of drawing up existing surveys along with plans, sections and elevations and overall I find Caddie better for drawing.'

Paul Adams


Updating to the latest Caddie is simple, with inbuilt auto-configuration and migration tools; but with Caddie Remote Assistance you can have the latest updates installed and configured for you, like Martin McGahon of Town & Country Planning Ltd.

'The ACS Support guys were fantastic!

They installed the latest Caddie software update for me, even migrating all my settings, completing the process in a matter of minutes and making the whole upgrade process seamless'

Melvyn Shackleton commented on the value of the support provided for Caddie by ACS Ltd.

'If you want your drawing problems sorted rapidly, go to the experts, call Caddie support!'

Melvyn Shackleton

A longstanding Caddie user's comments on the value of the support he gets through the Caddie Maintenance programme;

'Before calling Caddie support I had spent about an hour attempting to work out why I could no longer enter figures into my Construction Line offset command, but when I called the Caddie support guys, they quickly identified my problem and helped me fix it. It turns out I had caught the 'NumLock' key by accident changing the function of the number pad keys on my keyboard!

I find the support I get through Caddie Maintenance invaluable, and paying for my maintenance by Standing Order means that I can pick up the phone and ask for help any time I have a problem.'

Caddie user Mark Brown of WW Brown & Sons commented on the value of the support he gets through the Caddie Maintenance programme;

'We have no hesitation in recommending Caddie. We have found Caddie support to be extremely responsive, assisting with any of our queries promptly over the phone and providing invaluable follow-up information.'

Mark Brown

Steve Harrop discusses the importance of good customer when choosing a CAD system.

'When I was deciding which CAD system to buy I tried ringing the vendors' support numbers at 16:45 on a Friday.

Company one, NO ANSWER.
Company two, AN ANSWERPHONE MESSAGE.
Caddie support answered, 'Afternoon Steve, how can we help you today'?
Help when you need it makes a big difference. (Especially in my case!).'

Steve Harrop

'I bought Caddie two months ago and I wish I had done this long ago.

I am often amazed at the range of functions available compared to my old program which is used worldwide.

Value for money is a no-brainer.

I special word of thanks to the support staff for all their help and patience.'

Alan Gover













Training
At Caddie we understand that the key to successful implementation of the change to any new software is effective training.  Training which not only addresses your needs as a user, and the type of work you do, but deals with them in terms you can understand and relate to rather, than just in computer jargon.

We offer training online with modular courses, classroom based training, or onsite training at your premises









OUR PARTNERS
Organisations that we work with to provide the products and services we deliver
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Compatibility
Caddie uses .DWG as it's native drawing format ensuring compatibility with drawings created in other systems. In addition Caddie can read many other common drawing formats including .DXF, .IFC, .PDF, .DRW etc.






Continuity
Whatever system your schemes were started in, if you can obtain the information in any of the formats read by Caddie, you can continue the project with no lack of continuity.






Collaboration
.DWG, being the most widely used drawing format in the world today, collaborating with others is easy with Caddie. No drawing translation, import / export etc. Just open the drawings, create or edit content, save it and pass it on.








Contact Us







 I agree with the  Privacy Policy and I declare that I have read the information that is required in accordance with Article 13 of GDPR.
Send Message
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